Kitchloo and Morava give a strikingly simple picture of elliptic cohomology at the Tate curve by studying a completed version of S 1 -equivariant K-theory for spaces. I present a G-equivariant version of their construction, which is a completed version of the Freed-Hopkins-Teleman model of K-theory for local quotient groupoids and resolves the issues concerning twisting and degree that arise in a first attempt to relate their work to elliptic cohomology.
It satisfies a strong localization theorem, provided that M is a finite S 1 -CW-space: the inclusion of the fixed point set j : M defines a cohomology theory. As a homotopy functor it is just K-theory with coefficients in Zppqqq.
But their insight is that this construction naturally gives more than a homotopy functor. Recall that a multiplicative cohomology theory E is called an elliptic cohomology theory if it is 1) weakly 1 even: E 2 pptq is a projective rank 1 module over E 0 pptq,
2) comes with the data of an elliptic curve E over E 0 pptq,
3) and an isomorphism of formal groups SpfE 0 pCP 8 q ÑÊ, where the first object carries the group structure induced by the map CP 8ˆC P 8 Ñ CP 8 classifying the tensor product of line bundles, and the second object is the formal completion of E at the identity.
The key to extracting an elliptic theory is the identification of a natural fixed-point orientation coming from the Atiyah-Bott-Shapiro spin orientation of the normal bundle of M ãÑ LM . The relevant elliptic curve in the Kitchloo-Morava construction is the Tate curve, an elliptic curve over Zppqqq. Thus Ell ‚ Tate pM q "K ‚ S 1 pLM q. The simplicity of this method of producing a K-theoretic picture of elliptic cohomology at the Tate curve suggests that a similar approach might work in an equivariant setting. However, a few subtleties arise. The first, and less serious, is the identification of the right kind of loop space object. Suppose M carries an action of a compact Lie group G. Let M : G be the quotient groupoid. The best object for the present purpose turns out to be the thickened inertia groupoid LpM : Gq "`LpM : Gq 1 ÑLpM : Gq 0L pM : Gq 0 :" tpm, pq P MˆG I | pp0q " 1, pptq¨m " mũ LpM : Gq 1 :"LpM : Gq 0ˆL G sourcepm, p, γq " pm, pq targetpm, p, γq " pγp0q¨m, γpγp0q´1q
There is an action of S 1 onLpM : Gq analogous to the loop rotation action on ordinary free loop spaces. An explicit formula is given in the Appendix. The next step in the Kitchoo-Morava construction would be to define an equivariant theory M : G Þ ÑK ‚ S 1 pLpM : Gqq :" K ‚ S 1 pLpM : Gqq b Zrq˘s Zppqqq.
1 E is strictly even if this module is also free.
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Disclaimers: All groupoids considered in this paper are local quotient groupoids, i.e. topological groupoids X " pX 1 Ñ X 0 q for which there exists a countable open cover tU α u of the coarse moduli space rXs such that the full subgroupoid associated to each U α is weakly equivalent to a quotient M : G of a Hausdorff space M by a compact Lie group G. I make the further simplifying assumption that G acts with locally contractible slices: each m P M has a closed G-neighborhood of the form GˆG m D m where G m is the stabilizer and D m is G m -contractible.
The symbol G will refer to a compact, connected, and simply-connected Lie group. Hilbert spaces are assumed to be Z 2 -graded, unless it is stated otherwise.
Section 2: S 1 -Completed K-theory
In this section I define a completed version of S 1 -equivariant K-theory for S 1 -groupoids. An S 1 -groupoid is a local quotient groupoid X " pX 1 Ñ X 0 q equipped with a strict S 1 -action, given by a homomorphism from S 1 to the group of strict auto-functors of X. Let X : S 1 be the groupoid pS 1ˆX 1 Ñ X 0 q modeling the quotient. The source map is projection to X 1 followed by the original source map X 1 Ñ X 0 . The target map is the S 1 action map to X 1 followed by the original target map X 1 Ñ X 0 . The motivating examples of S 1 -groupoids are the thickened inertia groupoids LpM : Gq introduced above. When M is a point, the groupoidLppt : Gq : S 1 admits an enlightening description. Let ApGq be the space of connections on the trivial principal G-bundle over S 1 and LG the group of bundle isomorphisms covering rigid rotations of the base S 1 . Note that LG -LG˙S 1 . ThenL ppt : Gq :
LG.
The Construction
In this subsection I construct theK S 1 -spectrum for an S 1 -groupoid X. If G x ,G x , and S 1 x denote the stabilizer of an object x in X, X : S 1 , and S 1 , then for every x there is a right-split exact sequence
x Ñ 1. The construction of theK S 1 -theory spectrum will require a choice of splitting ψpx,´q :G x Ð S 1 x but the final product will not depend on it. Note that the space of choices of ψpx,´q is a torsor for π 0 HompS 1 x , G x q, and that a global choice may not exist. Ordinary K-theory is concerned with equivalence classes of finite-dimensional vector bundles. Morally, local Zppqqq-completion corresponds to relaxing this condition to allow for infinite-dimensional bundles, provided that the image of S 1 x under ψpx,´q acts in the fiber with finite-dimensional isotypic subspaces and that the set of irreducible characters of S 1 x that appear is bounded below. The failure of ψ to globalize over X 0 makes this ill-defined: the same bundle can meet these requirements for one choice of ψ and fail them for another. Luckily, there is a simple fix. It will come in the form of a convergence condition on the 'size' of each S 1 x isotypic subspace as the norm of the character tends to infinity.
I work in the Freed-Hopkins-Teleman model of K-theory. The representing spectrum will be constructed from spaces of sections of Fredholm bundles. Let Cl n be the Clifford algebra on C n , generated by the standard basis elements e 1 , ..., e n . For a Hilbert space H let BpHq denote the spaces of bounded operators with the compact-open topology and let KpHq denote the spaces of compact operators with the norm topology. For odd n and an operator A P BpCl n b Hq define wpAq :" # e 1 ...e n A n "´1 mod 4 ie 1 ...e n A n " 1 mod 4.
Let Fred n pHq be the set of odd skew-adjoint Fredholm operators A P BpCl n b Hq such that A commutes with Cl n , A 2`1 is a compact operator, and, when n is odd, the operator wpAq has both positive and negative eigenvalues. This set is topologized via the inclusion
Let H Ñ X be a locally universal Hilbert bundle over X. That is, for every open subgroupoid U ãÑ X and every Hilbert bundle V over U , there exists a unitary embedding V ãÑ H U . Then the
It is independent of the choice of H. Over an object x the fiber H x is isomorphic to L 2 pG x qbℓ 2 bCl 1 . A choice of local splitting ψpx,´q :
1 is determined by its norm, which can be represented by an integer k. If S 1 x is cyclic of order n, then k P t0, 1, 2, ..., nu. If
x q using ψpx,´q as above. Define the set of ψ-relative q-Fredholm operators as
As remarked earlier, this set depends on ψ. Let T x be a maximal torus of G x . Consider the
x satisfies the convergence condition (‹) iff the norm of the largest T x -character appearing in kerF ψ pkq or cokerF ψ pkq, denoted by |F ψ pkq| Tx , satisfies
Define the space of q-Fredholm operators to be qFred n pH x q :" tF P q ψ Fred n pH x q| F satisfies (‹)u, topologized via the inclusion
The convergence condition precisely cancels the ψ-dependence of qFred n pH x q, as a set. The induced topology is independent as well, because for any other splitting ψ 1 , V ψ 1 is unitarily equivalent to V ψ 1 by universality, so changing the splitting amounts to shifting the γ index in the product.
Letting x vary over X 0 in the above construction defines, for each n, a subspace qFred n pHq of the bundle BpHqˆKpHq ÝÑ X. In general qFred n pHq ÝÑ X : S 1 is not a bundle itself, nor even a fibration. Nevertheless, it is a continuous surjection and therefore has an associated sheaf of continuous sections, denoted by qF n pHq. The following is proved in the Appendix (5.3.2).
Lemma 2.1.1. There is a weak homotopy equivalence ΓpX :
Because Cl 2 -M 2 pCq is a matrix algebra there is a homeomorphism ΓpX : S 1 ; qF n`2 pHqq Ñ ΓpX : S 1 ; qF n pHqq.
Define theK S 1 -theory Ω-spectrum of X as:
with the structure mapsK S 1 pXq n Ñ ΩK S 1 pXq n`1 given by a combination of the previous two maps, as needed for the parity of n. Suppose A Ă X is an S 1 -invariant subgroupoid. It is a consequence of X being a local quotient that the restriction of the locally universal Hilbert bundle to A is again locally universal. Therefore the restriction map ι n A : ΓpX : S 1 ; qF n pHqq ÝÑ ΓpA : S 1 ; qF n pHqq is well-defined. Define the relativeK S 1 -theory Ω-spectrum of pX, Aq to be the homotopy fiber
The Cohomology Theory
In this subsection I define the twisted cohomology theory associated to the Ω-spectrum constructed above. To state this properly requires a discussion of S 1 -equivariant graded central extensions. It will be convenient to have two symbols for the circle: S 1 will be used to refer to the circle when it acts on an S 1 -groupoid, while T will be used to refer to the circle when it is the fiber of a principal bundle.
A topological space X is said to be graded if it is equipped with a continuous function ǫ : X Ñ Z 2 . A graded T-bundle over X is a pair pL, ǫq consisting of a T-bundle p : L Ñ X and a grading. A groupoid X is said to be graded if it is equipped with a functor to tptu : Z 2 . A graded central extension of a graded groupoid X " pX 1 Ñ X 0 q is a groupoid τ τ τ " pL τ Ñ X 0 q and a functor P : τ τ τ Ñ X such that the induced map P 1 : L τ Ñ X 1 is a T-bundle. If X is an S 1 -groupoid, then an equivariant graded central extension is an S 1 -groupoid τ τ τ and an equivariant map P : τ τ τ Ñ X such that P 1 : L τ Ñ X 1 is an equivariant T-bundle. To put it another way, an S 1 -equivariant graded central extension of X is just a graded central extension of X : S 1 . Write s and t for the source and target maps of X, and write X 2 " X 1ˆX0 X 1 for the space of composable pairs. A typical point of X 2 is written a Let X be an S 1 -groupoid. Define the 2-category Ext
as follows. Objects are equivariant graded central extensions P : τ τ τ Ñ X, and the category of morphisms from τ τ τ " pL τ Ñ X 0 q to σ σ σ " pL σ Ñ X 0 q is the groupoid of triples pM, ǫ, ϕq where pM, ǫq is a graded equivariant S 1 -bundle over X 0 and an ϕ is an equivariant isomorphism of bundles over
The group π 0 Ext Proposition 2.2.1. For n P Z, the collection of assignments
forms a twisted cohomology theory. In particular, i) pX, A, τ τ τ q Þ Ñ τK n S 1 pX, Aq is a contraviariant homotopy functor from Ext ii) There is a natural long exact sequence
1 -subgroupoid whose closure is contained in the interior of A, then the restriction map
Proof. This is essentially the proof given in Section 3.5 of [FHTI] , with minor changes. To simplify notation, define
Functoriality is immediate from the construction of the spectrum. Homotopy invariance follows from the fact that if H Ñ X is a locally universal Hilbert bundle and p : XˆI Ñ X, then p˚H Ñ XˆI is locally universal, so τK S 1`pX, AqˆI˘n -K S 1 pX, Aq I n making the two restriction maps homotopic.
The fact that local equivalences are taken to isomorphisms is a consequence of descent (Lemma A.18 of [FHTI] ), which states that pulling back along a local equivalence X Ñ Y induces an equivalence of categories from fiber bundles over Y to fiber bundles over X.
The long exact sequence in i) is obtained from the fiber sequence
The claim iv) about disjoint unions is immediate from the definition. It remains to prove excision. Despite some cumbersome notation, the proof use a few standard homotopy-theoretic constructions to boil things down to the following fact: since all groupoids in sight are local quotients, the pullback of any locally universal Hilbert bundle is again universal. Amusingly, the use of this fact will make its appearance in a footnote.
Write Y " XzZ, W " AzZ, and
the double mapping cylinder of Y Ðâ W ãÑ A. The point-set topological conditions on A and Z imply that the map G : M Ñ X is a homotopy equivalence. To streamline notation the following minor abuses are made:
Consider the following diagram, in which each row is a fiber sequence.
The vertical arrow on the right is a homeomorphism and the vertical arrow in the middle is a homotopy equivalence, so the vertical arrow on the left is a weak homotopy equivalence. Let N be the mapping cylinder of Y Ðâ W and H : N Ñ X the obvious map. In another abuse of notation write
S 1 pN, Wq :"K S 1`H˚τ τ τ , pH˚P q´1W˘. Since pXzZ, AzZq " pY, Wq a similar argument shows that H induces a weak equivalence
Thus it suffices to show that the restriction map Ξ :
For a based topological sheaf F over a groupoid V with subgroupoid W let ΓpV, W; F q denote the space of global sections whose restriction to W is the basepoint. Recall that the relativeKtheory spectrum of a pair is by definition the homotopy fiber of a restriction map on the space of sections of a based topological sheaf. Since the relative inclusions 
Section 3: Computations
Recall that ApGq denotes the space of connections on the trivial principal G-bundle over S 1 , and that LG -S 1˙L G denotes the group of bundle automorphisms which cover rigid rotation of the base. An S 1 -equivariant central extension of LG is a central extension LG τ Ñ LG which fits into the following diagram.
Then, in the terminology of the previous section, the map
LG -Lppt : Gq : S 1 defines an S 1 -equivariant graded central extension of ApGq :
LG -Lppt : Gq, so that
LG τ q.
In this section the above groups will be computed, under the additional assumption that τ is strongly topologically regular. This means that in the decomposition
pT q is zero on the second summand and defines a symmetric, non-degenerate, definite element of the first summand. Note that symmetry is forced by S 1 -equivariance. The computation is broken into two parts-according to whether the twisting τ is positive or negative definite-which require different treatment. The asymmetry not mysterious: it comes precisely from the asymmetry in completing Zrq˘s to Zppqqq.
Morally, completing in positive powers of q doesn't amount to much at negative level, since the cocycles are expected to correspond to loop group representations, which at negative twisting are of negative energy and have unbounded negative S 1 -eigenspaces. Thus the representations themselves do not produceK S 1 -cocycles without being cut down to size by the FHT-Dirac construction.
More precisely, the symmetry between positive and negative level in the uncompleted case is a direct consequence of complex conjugation of Fredholm operators, which induces an involution at the level of spectra. After completion, complex conjugation is not permissible since it sends q to q´1.
For the rest of the section I adopt some slightly abusive 7 notation:
Unless otherwise stated, all K andK S 1 -theories are taken with compact supports. For groupoids this refers to the quotient space.
Lemma 3.1.1. Let N Ă G be the normalizer of T and W " N {T the Weyl group. Let τ be a negative twisting. Then there is an isomorphism
Proof. From the twisting τ one can extract the following information: an N -equivariant family of S 1 -central extensions of T parametrized by T , a W -equivariant covering space π : P τ Ñ T whose fibers label the isomorphism classes of irreducible τ -projective representations of T , an N -equivariant tautological projective bundle V Ñ P τ whose fiber at a point is the projectivized representation of T labelled by that point, its class rV s P PV K 0 pP τ : N q, and a twisting τ 1 for W -equivariant K-theory of P τ and an isomorphism of N -equivariant twistings τ 1 -τ´PV . Note that PV " P τ since irreducible representations of T are one-dimensional, so that PV actually represents the zero twisting.
A concrete model for P τ Ñ T is constructed as follows: Contraction with the bilinear form on H 1 pT q defined by τ gives a map κ τ : H 1 pT q Ñ H 1 pT q. Let π 1 :" π 1 pT q act on tˆΛ τˆZ by
Then the desired model is
Evidently P τ is not compact-it is a disjoint union of spaces homeomorphic to t. In order to prove the lemma I will define a certain partial compactification of P τ . Let ǫ : P τ Ñ Z be the map which assigns to the equivalence class rpX, λ, nqs the value of n after acting via π 1 so that X is in the fundamental domain containing 0 Ă t 8 . Note that ǫ a discontinuous function, constant on fundamental domains and quadratic in the π 1 -translation between domains. For each l in Λ τ let ν l : P τ Ñ t and η l : P τ Ñ Z be the maps which assign to the equivalence class rpX, λ, nqs the value X and n after translating by π 1 so that λ is in the fundamental domain containing l. These define-for each l-an isomorphism of bundles over Λ τ {π 1
For a subset C Ă P τ let |C| l denote the maximum diameter of the convex hull of each connected component of φ l pCq using the basic inner product on g. Then a subset C is called tempered if
Note that the condition of being tempered is independent of l 9 since any two choices l and l 1 differ by an element of π 1 which only contributes a finite linear shift to the t-component of the map φ l 1 as compared to φ l .
Let T 8 denote a copy of T . As a set, the partial compactification of P τ is P τ " P τ š T 8 . Let π :" π š id T : P τ Ñ T be the natural projection. The topology of P τ is generated by
1) the open sets of P τ , 2) the sets π´1pU q for U Ă T open, and 3) the collection of sets
W q denote the (ordinary) twisted K-theory relative to T 8 . I will establish a chain of isomorphisms
A Mayer-Vietoris argument on T reduces the isomorphy of the first map to isomorphy over a point t P T , with stabilizer N t . Let R τ pN t q be the τ -projective representation ring, with elements represented by a virtual character χ λ λ λ where λ λ λ is a finite tuple of signed lowest weights of N t , possibly with multiplicities. Let |λ λ λ| max denote the maximum of the norms of each entry of λ λ λ. From the definitions, τK 1 S 1 ppt : N t q -0 and τK 0 S 1 ppt : N t q is isomorphic to the subring of R τ pN t q b Zppconsisting of elements f " ř k χ λ λ λ k q k for which the condition p‹) holds. Note that
. Define a map τK 0 S 1 ppt : N t q Ñ r K 0 p P : W t q that sends f to the finite-dimensional virtual projective vector bundle over Λ τˆZ built by distributing the N t˙S 1 -isotypical components over their corresponding weights in Λ τˆZ . The inverse map sends a reduced vector bundle over Λ τ to the direct sum of its fibers over each point, after tensoring each fiber with a copy of the representation associated to that point. The convergence condition p‹q on f translates into the support conditions near 8 in the partial compactification P . Because τ is assumed to be negative, the only sets C whose complement contribute to the topology of P τ have compact connected components. Indeed, a cocycle with an unbounded connected component in its support would necessarily involve unbounded negative q-powers due to the negative quadratic dependence of the Z-factor on p P π 1 pT q. In fact more is true: Let`tˆπ 1 Λ τˆZ ď0˘d enote the one point compactification of countably many copies of tˆπ 1 Λ τ and Ž Zą0`tˆπ1 Λ τ˘t he countable wedge sum. For λ, l P Λ τ let λ l be the π 1 -translate of λ that lies the fundamental domain containing l. Then the pointed map
is a W -equivariant homeomorphism. In particular
Isomorphy of the second map in the chain follows the W -equivariant Thom pushforward along t and observing that
Tracing each class right-to-left in the isomorphism of the previous Lemma implies immediately and the corresponding maps inK S 1 -theory
Lemma 3.1.3. At negative twisting there is an isomorphism
the latter being the summand in
S 1 pΛ τ {π 1 pT q : W q corresponding to the regular weights.
Proof. A local model for ω at a conjucacy class rts is the map
The map is S 1 -equivariant so it suffices to work at a fixed q-power. Then the local model for ω˚reduces to a map τ K ‚ pt : N t q Ñ τ K ‚ pg : Gq which factors as an N t -equivariant Thom pushforward along g{t from t : N t to g : N t , followed by Dirac induction from N t to G. The latter is integration along G{N t , whose stable normal bundle precisely cancels the Thom class of g{t. Identify the domain and codomain with K ‚ G pG{N t q and K ‚ G pptq. The local model for ω˚now becomes the Becker-Gottlieb transfer in equivariant K-theory, along the projection G{N t Ñ pt. By an application of the index theorem, this transfer was identified in [N] (Theorem 5.2) to coincide with Segal induction ι ! : RpN t q Ñ RpGq, which sends M P RpN t q to the analytic index of d`d˚acting on the de Rahm complex of the associated virtual vector bundle GˆN t M , in a chosen equivariant orthogonal structure.
By [N] Lemma 4.3, the composition ω˚ω˚is-locally-multiplication by the equivariant Euler characteristic χpG{N t q " |N |{|N t |. Thus, in a neighborhood of rts such that N t " N , the map ω˚ωi s locally the identity. By Mayer-Vietoris it follows that it is a global isomorphism. Then, in light of Corollary 3.1.3, the image of any class under ω˚is fixed by ω˚ω˚, so ω˚ω˚is a projection and hence the identity. Therefore
If rts is a regular conjugacy class , ω˚contributes the image of ř wPW L rw¨ts P RpT q under Segal induction RpT q Ñ RpGq, which is non-zero. On the other hand, suppose rts is singular. It supports classes of the form rV b S˘s, where V P RpN t q and S˘is the local Thom class of rts : N t ãÑ T : N . Let α be some Weyl reflection in N t {T and T α the image of corresponding cocharachter. If ǫ denotes the sign representation of Z 2 , note that rV b S˘s factors as rV 1 b p1´ǫqs in RpT α˙Z2 q. Finally, the map rV b S˘s Þ Ñ ω˚rV b S˘s factors through Segal induction RpT α˙Z2 q Ñ RpSU p2q α q. But r1´ǫs generates the kernel of that map, so the local cotribution of ω˚is 0. Proof. The proof is similar to that of Lemma 3.1.1. Once again a chain of isomorphisms
Computation of
will be established. The first isomorphism follows once again from Mayer-Vietoris in T . Since the twisting is positive, the complement of any closed connected subset of P τ defines a neighborhood of T 8 in the partial compactification P τ . Furthermore, for each l P Λ τ the pointed map
10 Recall the ongoing convention that G:G really means ApGq :
LG prX, λs, nq Þ Ñ rν l pXq, λ l , ns is a W -equivariant homeomorphism. Hence
The situation is much as before, except now the K-theory of the space tˆπ 1 Λ τ is computed without compact supports. Equivariantly contracting each connected component gives the second isomorphism. Proof. Recall from the proof of Lemma 3.2.3 that the local model for ω˚at a conjugacy class rts coincides with Segal induction ι ! : RpN t q Ñ RpGq, which sends M P RpN t q to the analytic index of d`d˚acting on the de Rahm complex of the associated virtual vector bundle GˆN t M . By the Atiyah-Bott fixed point formula, the following equation on characters holds: for x P T and
But x P T and g´1xg P N t implies g´1xg P T . Therefore the kernel of the restriction map RpN t q Ñ RpT q is contained in the kernel of ι ! . Now let rV s P τK ‚ S 1 pΛ τ {π 1 pT q : W q be a class of virtual dimension 0. Then its support must be contained in the set of rλs P Λ τ {π 1 pT q with nontrivial W -stabilizer. Over each such point its fiber is a representation of the stabilizer of virtual dimension 0. Thus it suffices to assume rV s is supported at a single such point rλs with fiber V`´V´a virtual representation such that rV`´V´s P RpW λ q is in the augmentation ideal. Tracing rV s backwards through the construction of Lemma 3.1.1, there is a point t P T with stabilizer N t such that the class in τK ‚ S 1 pT : N q corresponding to rV s is represented by a Hilbert bundle V whose fiber at t can be trivialized to be a (projective) virtual representation of N tˆS 1 whose S 1 -eigenspaces V t pnq are virtual representations of N t of the form Ind Nt T pL µ q b pV`´V´q where each µ P t˚is a representative of a W -orbit in rµs Pπ´1ptq -Λ τ , L λ is the corresponding representation of T , and V`´V´is a representation of N t via N t Ñ N t {T " W λ . Now consider the class rω˚ω˚Vs. By the above, the local model for ω˚kills V t pnq since its virtual T -character is trivial. By connectedness of G, its G-character is trivial as well. It follows that the entire fiber V t " ' Z V t pnq is killed, so rω˚Vs is locally zero at ωptq P G. Since ω˚is locally an inclusion, the class rω˚ω˚Vs is locally zero at t P T . But from the free Zppqqq-basis of τK ‚ S 1 pT : N q established in Lemma 3.2.3, it is evident that the only class which is locally zero at any point is the zero class. Global injectivity of ω˚finishes the proof. Gq, where the latter is concentrated in degree zero.
Reconciliation of Bases
While it is not curious that the computation at positive and negative twisting differ, 11 it is curious how they differ. On the negative side, the representation ringR´τ neg pS 1˙L Gq makes an appearance
: W q, while at positive level the representation rinĝ R τ pos pS 1˙L Gq makes an appearance as τK 0
Thus at negative level there is a shift by σ in the twisting but only the regular orbits contribute basis elements, while at positive level there is no shift in twisting but the singular orbits contribute a basis element as well.
The correspondence becomes even more curious when related to the abelianized duality of Lemma 3.2.2, in which there is no σ-discrepancy between positive and negative twisting. The reconciliation comes in the form of the following lemma. Proof. For either of the two groups on the negative level side, the Dirac families of [FHTIII] give a Zppqqq-basis of cocycles, just as in the uncompleted case. Therefore, by Theorem 14.11 of [FHTIII] the pullback H Þ Ñ ω˚pHq coincides with the semi-infinite Ln-Euler characteristic of a complex whose total space is (after collapsing the grading mod 2) H b S˘pLgq. At positive level, the Hilbert bundle H b S˘pLgq defines an allowable cocycle. Since a complex has the same Euler characteristic as its cohomology, it follows that the map ω ! coincides with semi-infinite cohomology. The second duality pairing therefore sits inside the first under the map ω˚b ω ! and as in the proof of Lemma 3.2.1, the composite ω˚ω˚is the identity at negative level.
Section 4: Equivariant Elliptic Cohomology
In this section the completedK S 1 -theory defined above is used to give a K-theoretic picture of equivariant elliptic cohomology at the Tate curve. Despite being the shortest section, it is in some sense the paper's centerpiece. In fact, its shortness speaks to the wonderful simplicity of the KitchlooMorava picture of elliptic cohomology at the Tate curve. To that end, in this section G is assumed to be simple and simply-connected. Furthermore, an equivariant elliptic cohomology theory is defined to be:
See the discussion at the beginning of Section 3 12 These axioms are pretty weak, almost certainly do not characterize the theory uniquely, and the construction given here clearly produces something stronger. However, to avoid an explosion of technicalities that would risk obscuring the aforementioned simplicity of the Kitchloo-Morava approach, a serious investigation of more subtle elliptic issues is postponed for a follow-up paper. See [GKV] for a better approach.
1) a weakly even equivariant cohomology theory E G , 2) an elliptic curve E over E 0 pptq " E 0 G pGq, 3) a twisting τ P H 4 pBGq for E G and the associated line bundle L τ Ñ Bun G pEq over the moduli space of principal G-bundles over E 4) an isomorphism of Zppqqq-modules
and an isomorphism of formal groups SpfE
The Equivariant Kitchloo-Morava Construction
Let Get be the category whose objects are triples pX, A, τ τ τ q consisting of a global quotient groupoid X, a subgroupoid A, and an S 1 -equivariant twisting τ τ τ ofLpXq. A morphism from pX, A, τ τ τ q to pY, B, σ σ σq are morphisms in Ext S 1 -trip of the form pLpF q, φq for some functor F : X Ñ Y. Objects of Get can be described as quadruples pG, M, A, τ τ τ q where (M, A) is a G-pair of G-spaces and τ is a twisting forLpM : Gq. Define sGet to be the full subcategory on objects pG, M, A, τ τ τ q for which G is simple and simply connected.
Proposition 4.1.1. The composite functor
Gqq defines an equivariant elliptic cohomology theory when restricted to objects of the form pG, M, A, τ q where τ is pulled back from a strongly topologically regular twisting onLppt : Gq. The relevant elliptic curve is the Tate curve.
Proof. Well-definedness of the compositeK S 1˝L follows from Lemma 5.4.1 of the Appendix. Observe that the S 1 -action onLpM : Gq is trivial on the coarse moduli space, so that the stabilizer of every object inLpM : Gq : S 1 is an extension of S 1 by its stabilizer in G. Let Z Ă A Ă M be an excisive G-triple. SinceLpM zZ : Gq -LpM : GqzLpZ : Gq, the cohomology axioms follow immediately from their holding forK S 1 . It remains to establish ellipticity as defined above. Suppose τ ą 0. Sincẽ Lppt : Gq -ApGq : LG, Corollary 3.2.5 says precisely that 
Duality in Ell G
The representation ringsR τ pos pS 1˙L Gq andR´τ neg pS 1˙L G 0 q are finitely generated free Zppqqqmodules. Furthermore, complex conjugation of vector spaces sets them in duality after choosing a basis of irreducibles. The computational results of Section 3 immediately imply Let T be a torus. In an abuse of notation write T : T forLppt : T q. In this section the groups τK ‚ S 1 pT : T q are computed by analytic means. Although Section 3 offers a purely topological approach to a more general calculation, it seemed worthwhile to include this section in order to pay respects to the arithmetic side of the elliptic world. The ideas are due to Jacob Lurie.
Let τ be any regular twisting for the groupoid T : T " Tˆppt : T q. To compute the groups τK ‚ S 1 pT : T q I use the analog of the fundamental spectral sequence constructed in Section 3.7 of [FHTI] .
Define presheaves τKn S 1 on the coarse moduli space rT : T s " T by τKn S 1 pU q :" τK n S 1 pU : T q. Then sheafify and perform a semantic shift so that the above symbols refer to resulting sheaves and no longer their presheaves of origin. Let Č R τ pT qppdenote the subring of R τ pT qppsatisfying the convergence condition (‹). The stalks at a point t are given by
The methods of [FHTI] then give a spectral sequence H k pT ;
n S 1 is defined to be the locally free sheaf corresponding to Č RpS 1 cˆT qppwith π 1 acting as follows: The twisting τ defines an element, denoted again by τ , in ΛbΛ. Contraction in the first factor defines a map κ τ : π 1 pT q Ñ Λ. Then for k " pk 1 , ..., k r q P π 1 , and t " pt 1 , ..., t r q k¨f px, t 1 , ..., t r ," f pxq τ p k, kq κ τ p kqp tq, q k1 t 1 , ..., q kr t r , qq.
So it suffices to to compute the group cohomology H n pπ 1 ; Č RpS 1 cˆT qpp. If one could make sense of the space E q :="Spec Č RpT qppqqq", then this would be H n pE q {π 1 pT q, L τ. where L τ :" "E qˆπ1 RpS 1 c qppqqq". The language of rigid analytic geometry makes this precise. First, fix a prime number p and let K :" F p ppqqq, equipped with the non-Archimedean discrete valuation
Define the Tate algebra Kxt1 , ..., tȓ y as follows Kxt1 , ..., tȓ y :" tf P Krrt1 , ..., tȓ ss | f " ÿ βPN 2r a β t β with lim |β|Ñ8 |a β | " 0 u.
To such an algebra is associated an affinoid space SppKxt1 , ..., tȓ yq, whose underlying set consists of the maximal ideals, with a topology and structure sheaf analogous to those of classical algebraic variety. For details, see [Ti] . Choose an element π P K with |π| ă 1 and define the rigid analytic torus of rank r
SppKxπ n t1 , ..., π n tȓ yq.
Note that the underlying space of each object in the union is t z P K r | |π| n ď |z j | ď |π|´nu, glued together in the obvious way. This process is called analytification. Choose π " q. Then T an is the object "E q " needed above. Note that analytification has turned the convergence condition for elements of the Tate algebra into the convergence condition p‹q. It remains to define the analog E q {π 1 pT q and the line bundle L τ . Define a map
This gives an action of π 1 pT q on T an by translation. The following results are useful:
13 Let L be a lattice in T an . The quotient T an {L is a rigid analytic variety if and only if there exists a map H : ImpLq Ñ HompT an , G an m q such that Hpλ 1 qpλ 2 q " Hpλ 2 qpλ 1 q and the bilinear form xλ 1 , λ 2 y :"´log |Hpλ 1 qpλ 2 q| is positive definite.
an . Then PicpT an {Lq is isomorphic to the set of equivalence classes of pairs pH, dq where H : ImpLq Ñ HompT an , G an m q such that Hpλ 1 qpλ 2 q " Hpλ 2 qpλ 1 q, d : L Ñ Kˆsuch that dpλ 1 λ 2 qdpλ 1 q´1dpλ 2 q´1 " Hpλ 1 qpλ 2 q, and pH, dq -pH
H " H 1 and dpλqd 1 pλq " λ β for some β P Z r . Furthermore, the line bundle corresponding to pH, dq is ample if and only if´log |Hpλ 1 qpλ 2 q| is positive definite.
After analytification, κ τ defines a map τ H : π 1 pT q Ñ HompT an , G an m q. Rotation equivariance of the twisting τ implies that τ H is symmetric. The requisite τ d is the quadratic form associated to the element in Λ b Λ defined by τ . If the twisting is positive then the bilinear form´log| τ H| is also positive definite and hence defines and ample line bundle L τ over T an {L q . Note that T an {L q is the r-fold product of the Tate curve, Tate q . The line bundle can be described explicitly as
Hpq k qp tqq τ dp kq F q.
Proof. For every prime p and every q, the multiplication by p map on Tate q , has height 1 (See [Br] ). This implies that Tate q is Frobenius split. Hence so is T an {L q . The vanishing of higher cohomology then follows from the fact that L τ is ample for positive twisting.
Using the explicit presentation of L τ written in the more enlightening notation of [FHTIII] , the space H 0 pT an {L q , L τ q becomes the space of invariant (theta) functions on T an tf P Kxt1 , ..., tȓ y | @ k P π 1 , f pt 1 , ..., t r ," κ τ p kqp tqq τ p k, kq f pq k1 t 1 , ..., q kr t r , qqu
See below for a sample calculation in the case that T is rank one. The vanishing result above was proved for K " F p ppwith p an arbitrary prime. Hence the result extends to Zppand so
Thus the Atiyah-Hirzebruch spectral sequence forK S1 collapses. LetR τ pos pS 1˙L T q denote the free Zppqqq-module on the set of positive energy representations of S 1˙L T at level τ . That is, q acts on a representation by an overall shift in energy. After identifying a basis of the π 1 invariants above with the set of W aff p-π 1 q orbits in Λ τ one finds, for positive τ τK n
Abelian Duality from Rigid Geometry
There is a duality between theK S 1 -groups for tori at positive and negative levels. It is a special case of Serre duality for rigid analytic spaces [Pu] .
Proposition 5.2.1. Let τ be a positive twisting. Then
Proof. Let ω be the canonical bundle of T an {L q . Serre duality for rigid analytic spaces ( [Pu] ) implies that 
A Few Technical Results
Lemma 5.3.1. Let X be a local quotient groupoid and tU α u an numerable open cover. Let f 1 : P 1 Ñ X and f 2 : P 2 Ñ X be continuous surjections. For i " 1, 2 write P i α1...αn for the restriction of P i to the intersection U α1...αn . If φ : P 2 Ñ P 1 is a functor such that for every finite collection α 1 , ..., α n , φ induces a weak homotopy equivalence on the space of local sections Proof. Replacing 'continuous surjection' with 'fiber bundle' in the statement of the lemma makes it precisely Proposition A.19 of [FHTIII] . But the proof given there applies without modification to any pair of topological sheaves F i : OpenpXq op Ñ Top with a natural transformation Φ : F 1 ñ F 2 whose components at finite intersections of the given cover Φ Uα 1 ..αn : F 1 pU α1..αn q Ñ F 2 pU α1..αn q are weak equivalences.
Lemma 5.3.2. There is a weak homotopy equivalence
Proof. By the previous lemma, it suffices to prove this locally in X : S 1 . Fix an x P X 0 . By Lemma 5.3.4, X : S 1 is a local quotient with contractible slices. So there is an open subgroupoid containing x which is equivalent to the global quotient S : G, and S " GˆG x D x where D x is G x -contractible. Recall that qF n are by definition the sheaves of sections of continuous surjections π n : qFred n pHq ÝÑ X : S 1 . Consider the evaluation map ev x : ΓpS : G; qF n pHqq ÝÑ π´1 n pxq ξ Þ Ñ ξpxq.
A contraction of D x onto x defines a retraction of ΓpS : G; qF n pHqq onto the image of ev x . In a local trivialization of the S 1 -action near x, the fiber qFred n`1 pH x q may be identified with a subset of ś Z Fred n pH x q. But this subset is contained in the closure of ' Z Fred n pH x q (for a chosen basepoint) in the product topology. Thus ev x is surjective, and the lemma is reduced to showing that there is a weak homotopy equivalence qFred n`1 pH x q " Ý Ñ ΩqFred n pH x q. Recall that Cl n denotes the complex Clifford algebra on C n . Let ǫ j denote Clifford multiplication by the j th basis element of C n , and let Ω 1 j Fred n pHq denote the space of paths from ǫ j to´ǫ j . It is a result of Atiyah-Singer [AS] that the map
is a homotopy equivalence. This can be extended to the qFredholm situation. Indeed, the convergence condition p‹q depends only on the norm of the largest T x character appearing in the kernel or cokernel of F , as the S 1 x character goes to infinity (See Section 2). Furthermore, there is a
Therefore the Atiyah-Singer homotopy equivalence above, applied at each q-power, respects the convergence condition and gives the desired weak homotopy equivalence.
Remark 5.3.3. If S 1 x ‰ S 1 , a glance at the convergence condition (‹) is enough to conclude that a qFredholm operator is the same thing as a Fredholm operator. Thus, over the (open, dense) complement of the S 1 -fixed point locus, π n is the fiber bundle of Fredholm operators constructed by Freed, Hopkins, and Teleman, and so the lemma specializes to Proposition A.41 [FHTI] .
Lemma 5.3.4. Let K be a compact Lie group and X " pX 1 Ñ X 0 q a local quotient K-groupoid. Then X : K " pKˆX 1 Ñ X 0 q is a local quotient groupoid. Furthermore, if the local contractibility condition holds for X, then it also holds for X : K.
Proof. Use the local quotient property to find an open cover tU α : G α u αPA of X by global quotients. Let K¨U α be the K-orbit of U α in X 0 , and consider the open subgroupoids K¨pU α : G α q :" KˆG αˆp K¨U α q Ñ K¨U α˘w ith source and target maps sending pk, g, uq to u and kgu. Then K¨pU α : G α q is the global quotient pK¨U α K˙G α q and tK¨pU α : G α qu αPA is an open cover of X : K. Finally, if each G α acts on U α with locally contractible slices, then it is immediate from the definitions that K˙G α acts on K¨U α with locally contractible slices as well.
Two Types of Loop Space Objects
Let X " pX 1 Ñ X 0 q be a local quotient groupoid. The source and target maps are denoted by s and t. Juxtaposition of elements in X 1 denotes composition of morphisms. The identity section X 1 Ð X 0 is denoted by ι. I define two different groupoids that act as free loop space objects to X: LpXq andLpXq. The first is the conventional free loop space object in the (2,1)-category of groupoids. The second is locally equivalent to the first, but carries a strict S 1 -action that the first does not.
The 'inertia' groupoid of short loops LpXq is the groupoid of functors from BZ " pZ Ñ˚q to X. The space of objects and morphisms are LpXq 0 :" eqpX 1 Ñ X 0 q LpXq 1 :" tpf, gq P X 1ˆX1 | f P LpXq 0 , spgq " spf qu. There is an action of BZ on LpXq by self-translation. Since S 1 " BZ this induces a homotopy 14 S 1 -action. It does not in general lift to a strict S 1 -action. The following construction remedies this.
The thickened inertia groupoidLpXq
The space of objects and morphisms arẽ LpXq 0 :" tp P X I 1 q | sppq " tppq " sppp0qq, pp0q " ι˝sppp0qqũ
LpXq 1 :" tpp, γq PLpXq 0ˆL pX 1 q | sppq " spγqu.
The source and target mapσ andτ arẽ is a local equivalence. There is a strict 'loop rotation' action of S 1 onLpXq which admits the following explicit description. Evidently it suffices to give the action on the space of morphisms LpXq 1 . Recall that S 1 is identified with the fundamental domain r0, 1q of R{Z. For θ P S 1 and p P X I 1 define p θ ptq :" # ppt`1´θqpp1´θq´1 t ď θ ppt´θqpp1qpp1´θq´1 t ě θ.
Then the S 1 -action is given by θ¨pp, γq :"`p θ , γp¨´θq˘.
The justification for the name 'loop rotation' is the following. Let G be a compact Lie group acting on a manifold M . Let ApGq be the space of connections on the trivial principal bundle GˆS 1 . For a connection A let hol 0 pAq be its holonomy measured at pe, 0q. Define the space P :" tpm, Aq P MˆApGq | hol 0 pAq¨m " mu.
The loop group LG acts on P by evaluation at 0 on the first factor and by gauge transformation on the second. Then P :
LG is a presentation ofLpM : Gq. Indeed, the map Lemma 5.4.1.L induces a functor on the category Twist (see Section 2) whose objects are triples pX, A, τ q where A Ă X is a full subgroupoid and τ " pP, L τ q is a twisting for X, represented by a local equivalence P " Ý Ñ X and a graded central extension π :
Proof.L is clear a functor of groupoids that preserves local equivalences. To show thatLpXq is again a local quotient, it suffices to consider the case X " M : G is a global quotient. But as presented above,LpXq a full subgroupoid of the local quotient MˆApGq :
LG. Full subgroupoids of local quotients are again local quotients (Lemma A.41 of [FHTI] ). Thus it suffices to check thatLpL τ q ÑLpPq induces a graded central extension. Let PS 1 denote the space of paths starting at the identity. Then the fibers ofLpπq 0 andLpπq 1 are PS 1 and P 1 pS 1 qˆLS 1 . The canonical contraction of PS 1 is rotation-equivariant (see above), and so passing to fixed points S 1 Ă LS 1 defines the required graded central extension.
